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Abstract. The information revolution is radically transforming the very
foundation of the ‘fossil city’. A ‘virtual’ macro-urbanism will intersect with
an ‘actual’ micro-urbanism, physical and concrete, determining the form of the
new urban environment. Within the binomial of macro- and micro- urbanism,
wtdcp"oqtrjqnqi{"kfgpvkÝgu"cp"kpvgtguvkpi"uqekq/dwknfkpi"uecng"vjcv"ecp"ugtxg"
cu" vjg" dcuke" uvtcvgi{" hqt" uwuvckpcdng" ekv{" rncppkpi" kp" vjg" vygpv{/Ýtuv" egpvwt{0"
Morphology thus becomes the necessary ‘plug-in’ for registering the different
‘networks’ that characterize the contemporary city – from IT and ‘smart’ devices
to energy and environmental systems - translating these networks into building
practices, into ‘fabrics’, for the physical city. At this purpose an Urban Design
methodology has been developed in order to combine the Urban Morphology
tools with those of Sustainability giving particular attention to the topics of the
comfort outdoor and the passive environmental control systems. The methodology
has then been applied in the Sant Adrià de Besos Waterfront Regeneration Project
in Barcelona. Neighbourhood’s size, complexity and localization, between the
ugc" cpf" c" nctig" ctgc" qh" dtqyp" Ýgnfu" cv" vjg" pqtvjgtp" icvgyc{" qh" vjg" Ecvcncp"
capital, has set up an interesting testing bench. A sequence of consecutive
steps characterizes the methodology in which morphology, architecture and
sustainability intersect one another within a single design process.
Keywords: Urban Morphology, Sustainability, Urban Design,
Methodology, Barcelona

macro-urbanism intersecting with an “actual”
micro-urbanism, physical and concrete, to
which the form of the new urban environment
is enrolled. Within this binomial of macro and
oketq" wtdcpkuo." wtdcp" oqtrjqnqi{" kfgpvkÝgu"
an interesting socio-building scale that can
serve as the basic strategy for sustainable city
planning in the XXI century. A strategy that
involves, on the one hand, a scalar sequence
of physical forms related to aggregation and
spatial organization (from houses all the way
up to districts); on the other, a complementary
sequence of forms related to association
and civil organization (from families to
wtdcp" eqoowpkvkgu+0" Ugswgpegu" vjcv" Ýpf"
in the concept of “social neighbourhood
building” the lowest common denominator of

Introduction
For several years now, morphology has acquired
a globally recognized role among disciplines
involved in urban analysis, by developing
effective tools for reading cities and territories.
Their application to urban design and landscape
has however remained at the margins of such
disciplines and only recently, with the irruption
of sustainability issues, has become a proper
Ýgnf" qh" tgugctej0" Oqtgqxgt" vjg" kphqtocvkqp"
revolution is radically transforming the very
foundations of the “fossil city”. On the one hand
it exponentially increases the opportunities
for exchange in the new global society, on
the other, it progressively reduces the daily
movement range creating a sort of “virtual”
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sustainability: the sustainable unit, on which
urban strategies of environmental control on
c"nctigt"uecng"ecp"dg"dcugf0"Oqtrjqnqi{"vjwu"
becomes the necessary plug-in for registering
all the different “networks” that characterize
the contemporary city - from IT and ‘smart’
devices to energy and environmental systems in order to translate them into building practices
for the physical city, that is to translate them
into “fabrics” on which planning of sustainable
cities will be based.

Methodology
Polarities, Routes, Fabrics
All urban organisms can be viewed
fundamentally as anthropic settlements on
the territory. Yet settlements, starting with the
choice of location, require some experience
of the environment they become part of
envisaging a rudimentary system of land
division, a network of land ownership and so
on. This structure even in the rural settlements
of the most primitive sedentary civilizations,
is always an expression of a similar, albeit
elementary, social structure, characterized by
all those polarities and hierarchies of communal
spaces that identify a community. These
spaces will gradually multiply, differentiate,
be arranged by hierarchy as society expands,
becomes richer and develops a complex civic
structure, accurately mirrored in its system
of polarizations, routes and fabrics. Since the
crrgctcpeg" qh" vjg" Ýtuv" rgtocpgpv" rtkokvkxg"
settlements then three key concepts emerge
characterizing all human settlements up to
the XX century: the concept of polarity, the
concept of route, and the concept of fabric.
“A city is a system in which all life, including
daily life, reveals a tendency to polarize, to
unfold in terms of social aggregates which
are either public or private. The more strongly
the polarization is exerted and the closer the
interchange between the public and private
spheres, and the more ‘urban’ the life of an
urban aggregate is from the sociological
viewpoint” (Bahrdt, 1966). It is no coincidence
that through history a vast urban iconography
presents the city as an object well enclosed by

walls, enhanced by towers and domes on the
inside and distinctly opposed to the “outside”.
Such view generally tended to discern the
guugpeg" qh" vjg" nqecvkqp." Ýzkpi" kvu" urgekcn"
features in a “characteristic image”, where
those towers, walls, steeples, domes, minarets,
and so on, stand out from urban polarities as
tgeqipk¦cdng" cpf" kfgpvkÝcdng" gngogpvu" ykvjkp"
the social and architectural city’s fabric. Their
task is to coordinate the urban fabric, their role
is to identify the different urban communities in
order to grant all citizens a sense of belonging
to one civic individuality. Hence, polarities
can have a centralizing or a delimiting role
within an urban body. In particular, the most
representative buildings, from a social and civic
point of view, were generally located in the
jgctv"qh"vjg"ekv{"qt"qh"urgekÝe"pgkijdqwtjqqfu"
(the cathedral church, the parish, the Lord’s
Palace). Conversely, buildings of a specialized
nature (city walls, lazarettos, monasteries,
barracks, etc.), due to their greater dimensions
and functions were usually placed at the edge of
town, occupying the urban fringe belts. But if in
small-sized towns the relation between fabric
and collective themes is clearly perceivable,
since such themes have substantial visibility
and presence, in cities of greater size, on the
contrary, the perception of the relation is more
fkhÝewnv0" Vjg" qticpke" xcnwg" qh" vjg" ekv{" yknn"
thus be entrusted to local themes embodied in
its fabric (parish churches, “town halls” etc.)
whose task will be to reveal their connection to
vjg"ykfgt"wtdcp"u{uvgo0"Oqtgqxgt"kp"ukvwcvkqpu"
of high polycentricity, where various urban
communities coexist in the same district, even
the simple non-residential - usually commercial
- specialization of a square or a street can take
on a local polar value. Hence, two key elements
emerge when studying the concept of urban
rqnctkv{0"Vjg"Ýtuv"ku"vjg"f{pcoke"tgncvkqp"vjcv"
is established between polarities. It is thanks
to the relation between polarities that urban
structures can actually survive and change. The
second is the relation that develops between
polarities and urban fabric. The relation is
reciprocal: the fabric indicates the various
potentials for polarization, however only
through the physical construction of polarities
that the potential can materialize and the fabric
can realised. We can therefore see how urban
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phenomena can be read according to a complex
dialectic of systems which vary in their degree
of collaboration, each with its own hierarchy
of relations between center and periphery,
polarity and anti-polarity: dialectical systems
concerning urban areas that are relatively selfuwhÝekgpv" dwv" vjcv" tgockp" eqorngogpvct{" vq"
the wider urban organism.
The more a context is anthropized, the more
the rationale of route formation is accurate and
concise. In general, a distinction can be made
between planned systems and spontaneous
systems. We will focus on the latter where
few ‘basic’ route typologies generally found
in all spontaneous building fabrics, from
medieval towns to contemporary informal
cities, can be noticed. Hence, given any two
nodal points (urban or territorial), the route
linking them in the most direct possible way
will be termed a matrix route. It is deeply
eqppgevgf" cpf" kpÞwgpegf" d{" vjg" oqtrjqnqi{"
qh"vjg"hcdtke"kv"Ývu"kpvq"/"dg"kv"pcvwtcn"qt"wtdcp="
it often takes on a distinct curvilinear outline,
to achieve the required mediation between the
geo-morphological conditions of the context
and the rectilinear continuity of a path. But in
order to develop urban sociality it is indeed
necessary, as already stated, to have collective
areas where the civitas can gather and share a
common identity “recognition”: building will
therefore center around such nodal points. Yet
when the linear distance from these nodal points
becomes considerably greater than the depth of
the areas located behind the pertinent strip, then
building routes will appear, thus called because
conceived from the very beginning as planned
routes for building, likely to form a fabric.
Once again, however, the construction of a
tqwvg"fqgu"pqv"eqpvkpwg"kpfgÝpkvgn{."dg{qpf"c"
certain distance the tendency will be to form a
system of connecting routes (between building
routes). Going further a progressive hierarchy
of roads will then follow in order to answer to
the different levels of sociality characterising
the city.
Finally, a city is an organism made of
“fabrics”: social, economic, cultural and
environmental fabrics on which the very
functioning of any urban structure depends. The
oqtg"uwej"hcdtkeu"ctg"kpvgttgncvgf"cpf"ghÝekgpv."
the more the organism will be dynamic,

versatile and capable of meeting the demands of
its citizens. The modes of interaction between
fabrics in fact express how citizens inhabit
their city, express how citizens transform the
city through their daily actions. Understanding
such logic or, better still, understanding the
logical basis of such relations and discerning
vjgkt"tqng"kp"vjg"fgÝpkvkqp"qh"wtdcp"hcdtkeu"ecp"
be considerably interesting and useful.
Hierarchies
A concept runs through the issues discussed so
hct" cpf" uvtqpin{" kpÞwgpegu" vjgo<" vjg" eqpegrv"
of hierarchy. Hierarchy, in actual fact, means
assigning priorities. It might be long or shortlived, but it is never static, on the contrary it is
essentially dynamic in nature. Day-to-day and
long-term priorities, priorities that are planned
and spontaneous, private and collective: they
cnn" eqpvtkdwvg" vq" vjg" fgÝpkvkqp" qh" cp" gxgt/
changing system of hierarchies. Hierarchies,
therefore, are the “geo-reference points” on the
map of our dwelling, they provide us with a
scale of values, both individual and collective,
on which to base the critical reading of a city.
In urban morphology, routes are what condition
and determine, more than any other factor,
the assignment of hierarchies. Routes are the
main vehicles of city life and the fundamental
instrument for reading and transforming the
territory. This is particularly true in the case
of polarities. Not all of them have the same
relevance within an urban organism. The role
of priorities depends on their location within
the fabric but also (and especially) on the
quantity and quality of the routes converging in
that point. Two “internal” polarities may have
a strong hierarchal relation, and from such
hierarchization a number of developments
might follow: the persistence of one polarity at
the expense of another, the transformation of
one polarity depending on another, the layout of
new road axes, the disruption of entire building
fabrics, and so on. The same applies for the
various open spaces (public and semi-public)
that characterize a city. In this case as well,
the quantity and quality of routes converging
in a given location determine the degree of
“nodality” of a public space, establishing a
dynamic hierarchical system that is parallel to
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the formation process of an urban organism. It
is exclusively because of their varying degree
of nodality that these open spaces are perceived
as ‘full’ civic spaces and not “empty” spaces
vq" dg" qeewrkgf0" Vjku" ku" eqpÝtogf" yjgp" yg"
look at fabrics as a whole. The process of
spontaneous formation of urban fabrics takes
place according to a nodality-anti-nodality
dialectic where this state of nodality will be
followed by a greater fabric specialization,
which will regularly decrease as the distance
htqo" vjg" pqfcnkv{" kpetgcugu" Ýpcnn{" tgcejkpi"
the opposite condition of “anti-nodality”.
In other words, the degree of specialization
acquired by a building over time depends on
the level of hierarchy of the route it belongs
to. Routes, therefore, are what determine the
various levels of nodality within a fabric and
the “weight” of urban polarities. But what
determines the hierarchy of routes? We might
answer: the hierarchization of the society
that built them in a constant and continuous
interaction. It is actually true that what gives
routes “priority” is the quality and quantity
of the polarities they connect, but also the
different specialization level of the buildings
vjcv" fgÝpg" vjgo<" c" tqwvg" lqkpkpi" vyq" oclqt"
polarities (urban or territorial) will typically be
occupied by highly specialized buildings, even
to the complete exclusion of private residences.
Building routes originating from said route
are most likely to exhibit a good mix of both
specialized and residential functions, while the
degree of specialization will decrease gradually
arriving at a predominance of residences
as the route assumes a more anti-nodal
quality. The same applies, at least partially,
to the height of buildings, which increases
when closer to the nodality; it should not be
forgotten, however, that the terms “center” and
“periphery”, “nodality” and “anti-nodality” are
pqv" igqogvtke<" kv" ku" vjgtghqtg" rquukdng" vq" Ýpf"
nodes and anti-nodes in the very center of a
city while, conversely, tall buildings can be
found along main routes and, just a few meters
away, buildings with only a few stories can rise
on connecting roads or in congested pertinent
strips. Thus, polarities, routes and fabrics,
when viewed within the unstable dynamics
of their hierarchal relations, are key concepts.
For centuries the transformation of cities has

been based on them and morphology relies on
them to read urban phenomena. They also are,
as a consequence, the thematic framework for
a methodology aimed at planning the smart,
sustainable, liveable city of the XXI century.
The neighbourhood-building unit
There is a system of built structures whose
essential task is to mediate the transition
between the citizen’s (or family’s) individual,
sociological dimension and the city’s public
dimension. The more complex the public
dimension is, the more important is the role
played by this structures in the functioning
of an urban organism. Such structures, at
the same time physical and social, can be
fgÝpgf" cu" Ðuqekcn/dwknfkpi" pgkijdqwtjqqfuÑ0"
The neighbourhood, in fact, although it
represents the indispensable link between
families (small-scale) and communities (large
scale), is generally non-institutionalized, and
essentially recognizable only in a building
context. Perhaps the most considerable historic
example is that of Venice, where between
the XIV and the XVIII century the Republic
or other public institutions built a number of
social housing units, generally centered around
neighbourhood spaces: the courts. But other
ukipkÝecpv"gzcorngu."yjkej"crrgctgf"vjcpmu"vq"
private enterprise, are the London squares and
mews with their common areas well enclosed
by the walls of houses (often serial and therefore
unitary in their “collective” image) and
polarized at the center by a collective service:
the garden. Actually mews were traditionally
linked to squares and terraced houses but
when, in the 1970s, they lost their pre-existing
specialized role and turned residential they
became perfect, if small, neighbourhood units,
complete with entrance gates and a central
collective space: a sort of “neighbourhood
ykvjkp" vjg" pgkijdqwtjqqfÑ." eqpÝtokpi" vjg"
great popularity this type of structure enjoys
in contemporary London. Neighbourhood
is in fact responsible for creating a collective
dimension of space that acts as a fundamental
area of mediation between urban public spaces
and private pertinent spaces: a semi-public
space of great relevance for urban identity,
functionality, and sustainability. Especially
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in polycentric cities, the transition from the
individual (a person or a family) to the civitas
is far from obvious and often requires an
kpvgtogfkcvg"uvcig"hqt"eqnngevkxg"kfgpvkÝecvkqp."
which is exactly what the neighbourhood is. It
is, so to speak, an “everyday belonging need”
vjcv"ku"pqv"cnyc{u"uwhÝekgpvn{"ucvkuÝgf"d{"vjg"
district; activities and functions that cannot be
carried out easily at home, and even less so in the
street, are therefore entrusted to the collective
neighbourhood space. A space to carry out
all those co-housing activities that have now
become indispensable in a contemporary
metropolis: nurseries, workspaces, laundries,
sport facilities and more. Social-building
neighbourhoods represent, moreover, the
sustainable urban unit of contemporary
cities. Their nature, both collective and
unitary, allows for the implementation of a
Ýtuv" uvtcvgike" ngxgn" qh" uwuvckpcdknkv{." yjkej"
downscaled to individual buildings would not
be very effective. Rainwater and grey water
collection, centralized heating systems with
clean energy production, “neighbourhood”
based and meticulous collection of waste, are
just some of the needs the construction of a
neighbourhood unit can meet. The value of
social-building neighbourhood therefore lies
in its intermediate position, both from a social
and urban point of view, between citizens and
civitas, public and private spheres, communal
and individual rights, between the utmost open
and permeable urban space and the utmost
closed space, focused on its pertinent features.
Social-building neighbourhood is, we could
say, capable of bringing together the plurality
of elements typical of urban fabrics and the
demand for unity typical of living spaces: a sort
of “unity in plurality” that we believe can play
an interesting role in planning the sustainable
city of the XXI century.
Vjg" Oqtrjqnqikecn" Ocr" cpf" Vjg" Pqfcnkv{"
Survey
All the issues addressed so far serve for devising
cp"cpcn{vkecn"vqqn"yg"ujcnn"ecnn"c"Oqtrjqnqikecn"
Ocr0"C" ocr" qhhgtkpi" eqorngogpvct{" ÒngxgnuÓ"
of reading, each to be analysed individually or
collectively, based on a relation of reciprocity.
Each reading is the manifestation of a particular

aspect of an urban context’s morphological
structure and it is open to a great number of
uwd/ngxgnu."kp"qtfgt"vq"dgvvgt"fgÝpg"kvu"swcnkvkgu"
according to needs. But, on closer inspection, it
should be noted that a structural knowledge of
an urban environment allows to “structurally”
plan its transformation. In other words, the
same elements used to analyse a given urban
context can become valuable design tools. It
will hence be possible to draw up an analytical
cpf"c"fgukip"Oqtrjqnqikecn"Ocr"vq"rwv"cu"vjg"
basis for urban design. The advantages of such
a system is evident. On the one hand, it makes
planning by stages possible allowing at any
time the transition from smaller to larger scales
(and vice versa), on the other hand, it makes
it possible to correct, edit, sharp the project
without having to start all over again every time.
Oqtgqxgt."kv"ku"cnyc{u"rquukdng."yjgp"hqewukpi"
qp"c"urgekÝe"nc{gt."vq"uecng"fqyp"yjcv"ku"dgkpi"
worked on without ever losing sight of the
overall picture. In other words, if for instance
we are working a single block we will always
know what “type” of block it is, what “type”
of routes it rests on and what this involves in
terms of fabric whether the condition is one of
nodality or of anti-nodality and so on: a sort
of “compass” for morphologically informed
ejqkegu."pq"ocvvgt"jqy"urgekÝe"cpf"rctvkewnct"
the intervention may be.
Cp" korqtvcpv" vqqn" qh" vjg" Oqtrjqnqikecn"
Ocr" ku" vjg" Pqfcnkv{" Uwtxg{0" Vjg" cpcn{uku"
of the different levels of nodality within an
urban fabric is, as previously observed, the
main instrument through which to attribute
the morphological hierarchies. The whole
sequence of factors previously treated (paths,
polarities, tissue) depends, we could say, from
their own level of morphological nodality. To
analyse these levels accurately is not easy.
The strong dynamism that characterizes them,
their being a direct expression of the way in
which men experience the city makes it a
vjgog"tcvjgt"Þwkf0"Dwv"vjku"ku"cnuq"vjg"uvtgpivj"
and usefulness of the nodality survey in its
ability to return, from time to time, an effective
and dynamic socio-urban framework, able to
understand the main morphological levels of
hierarchy and to adapt itself (in real time) to its
temporal changes. For this purpose two values
qh"pqfcnkv{"jcxg"dggp"kfgpvkÝgf."c"swcpvkvcvkxg"
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qpg"*uekgpvkÝecnn{"ogcuwtcdng+"cpf"c"swcnkvcvkxg"
qpg"*uwdlgev"vq"rctvkcn"kpvgtrtgvcvkqp+0"Vjg"Ýtuv"
we called Grade of nodality, the second Level
of nodality. The Grade of nodality depends
on the number of paths that converges in a
given point of the fabric. Its minimum value
(Grade.2) is obtained by the convergence
of only two paths in a point and so on until
Grade.4. From the latter, in fact, it is assumed
the occurrence of a dilatation of the public
space (square, courtyard etc.) to accommodate
a higher number of routes. Alternatively, or in
the presence of a particularly high number of
convergent paths along the same road, we can
hypothesized to be in the presence of a “linear
nodality”. The Level of nodality is otherwise a
typical qualitative matter and depends on the
type of converging paths in a single location.
These levels are calculated starting from a
minimum (Level 1) up to a maximum (Level
10) of specialization of the paths where Level
1 is given by the intersection of a local with
a fabric route and Level 10 is the result of
the convergence of two matrix route. This
distinction allows to calculate not only the
level of nodality of a given urban context but
also its dimensional scaling. So levels up to
the third are related to a more local dimension
of urban living while those from the fourth
to the eighth belong more to the scale of the
neighborhood and those from nine to ten are
obvious urban nodality. A Node is thus given
by the sum of Grades + Levels (G + L) where,
however, levels are always hierarchically more
important than the formers. On an equal Grade,
in fact, two nodes can differ in the type of level:
the one having the higher Level will also have
a gr
greater value of nodality.
y.

If then a node has a value greater than or
equal to ten we are probably in the presence
of one polarity. A polarity that will be at the
city scale (urban) or at the neighborhood one
(fabric) depending on the value attributed to
its level of nodalty (fabric: L4-L8, urban: L9L10). The subject does not change if we are
in the presence of nodes of degree > 2. In all
these cases, in fact, the level to be taken into
consideration for the calculation is always the
upper one.

Finally, one last important aspect has to be
considered. If a node was in a condition for
which the grade (G) is greater than the level
(L) there are two possible alternatives: we are
in the presence of a manifest error of analysis,
namely an initial error in the attribution of the
type of routes insisting in that given place (eg.
building instead of fabric route etc.), or we are
facing the possibility of a clear upgrade of the
node: a node whose changed urban conditions
encourage an increase in size, function and of
specialization of paths converging in it. The
calculation for this chance is possible thanks to
vjg"kpvtqfwevkqp"qh"c"eqttgevkqp"eqghÝekgpv"*g+"
given by the subtraction of G - L whose value
is added to that of level (L) in order to equate it
to that of Grade (G). What is obtained is a new
nodality value incremented of that minimum
value of L congruent with the morphology of
vjg" eqpvgzv0" Kp" qvjgt" yqtfu." vjg" eqghÝekgpv" g"
kpfkecvgu" vjg" okpkowo" ngxgn" qh" oqfkÝcdknkv{"
of a place in respect of its morphological
congruence.
Vjg"g"eqghÝekgpv"cnnqyu."qp"vjg"qpg"jcpf."vq"
correct any errors of analysis made upstream
of the nodality survey, on the other, to identify
conditions subject to increase. Conditions
for which it is possible an intervention of
urban regeneration aimed at enhancing the
characteristics of a given place through
changes and functional increments, spatial
increases and so on. Changes morphologically
congruent and thus realistically feasible (and
desirable) with minimal risk. The morphology
is, in fact, expression of all those “tissues” that
create a city: social, economic, cultural fabrics
Ýpfkpi"kp"vjg"rj{ukecn"ÐhqtoÑ"qh"vjg"vkuuwgu"vjg"
place where to play those endless possibilities
of relationship which are, in fact, the life of a
city. The morphological congruence appears,
vjgtghqtg." c" wughwn" hcevqt" vq" ÐuekgpvkÝecnn{Ñ"
establish any urban regeneration project and
for this purpose, the calculation of nodality
values through the nodality survey becomes a
very important instrument.
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Figure 1.
Project one.
Aim of the project is to create an urban edge to the district of Sant Andria de Besos. This margin is
thought to accommodate the main context lines as they approach the sea until they become new pedesvtkcp"tqwvgu"etquukpi"vjg"rtqlgev"cpf."Ýpcnn{."yqqfgp"rkgtu"qxgt"vjg"ugc0"Hwpevkqpcn"jkpig"qh"vjg"pgy"
system is the coastal road with the new fast tramway. It is intentionally left empty of building in order
vq"fqpÓv"eqpÞkev"ykvj"vjg"vtcpuxgtug"fktgevkqp"qh"eqpvgzv"uvtggvu0"Uq"vjg"nctig"itggp"eqwtv{ctfu"ctg"qrgp"
upwards to enhance the functional nature of the coastal axis and semi-open to the waterfront as colngevkxg"eqwtvu"ykvj"hceknkvkgu"hqt"ekvk¦gpu0"Vjg"u{uvgo"ku"vjgp"etquugf"d{"vjtgg"oclqt"czgu0"Vjg"Ýtuv."vjg"
oquv"tgngxcpv"cv"vjg"wtdcp"ngxgn."etgcvgu"c"uqtv"qh"nqpi"Ðtqcf/uswctgÑ."gpvktgn{"rgfguvtkcp."fgukipgf"vq"
connect the Forum 2004 area with the northern Marina. It is the heart of the new district, where the
ockp"eqoogtekcn"cpf"vgtvkct{"cevkxkvkgu"ctg"nqecvgf0"Eqpvkpwqwu"dwknfkpi"ycnnu"jkijnkijv"kvu"ockpn{"
polar character. The second path is the long waterfront. It is the place intended for major recreational
cevkxkvkgu."urqtvu."cpf"uocnn"eqoogtekcn0"C"vjktf"ngxgn"qh"tqwvg"ku"vjg"rtqogpcfg0"Kv"unkijvn{"ugvu"dcem"
htqo"vjg"eqcuvnkpg"etquukpi"vjg"nctig"itggp"eqnngevkxg"eqwtv{ctfu0"Kv"ku"vjg"kfgcn"rnceg"hqt"tgnczkpi"cevkxkvkgu."hqt"ejknftgp"cpf"hcoknkgu."cyc{"htqo"vjg"uwoogt"jgcv"cpf"fgÝpkvgn{"oqtg"f{pcoke"ycvgthtqpv"
cevkxkvkgu0"Vjgug"vjtgg"rcvju"eqpxgtig"vq"vjg"egpvgt"kp"vjg"ictfgp"uswctg"fqokpcvgf"d{"vjg"korqukpi"
presence of the three chimneys of Sant Andria de Besos Power Plant, now disused, whose structures
jcxg"dggp"ockpvckpgf"cpf"vtcpuhqtogf"kpvq"ewnvwtcn"cevkxkvkgu0"C"ectghwn"uvwf{"qh"vjg"ockp"gpxktqpogpvcn"eqorqpgpvu"*uwpujkpg."rtgxcknkpi"ykpfu."cndgfq"xcnwgu"gve0+"ykvjkp"vjg"wtdcp"eqwtv{ctfu"ngf"
the architectural design, guided the casing choices and allowed the selection of materials in order to
ensure a truly sustainable urban project.

standing just beyond the Besòs River, natural
border of the Barcelona urban sedime and
a few hundred meters from the Forum 2004,
on the other hand being at the arrival point of
the Avenida Diagonal and the Gran Via de Les
Corts Catalanes, it stands out immediately as a
spontaneous “northern gateway” to the Catalan
ecrkvcn0" Oqtgqxgt." vjg" eqcuvnkpg." vtcfkvkqpcnn{"
neglected by all the settlements of the west
of Spain, lying along the ancient Roman road

The Topic: Barcelona. Sant Adrià De Besos
Waterfront Regeneration Project
The area of Sant Adria de Besos is at the edge of
the northern outskirts of Barcelona. Its location
is of considerable territorial importance being
to act as a hinge between the compact tissue
of the Catalan capital and the continuous
system of coastal settlements that characterize
this part of Catalonia. On the one hand, it is
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Figure 2.
Project two.
Vjg"rtqlgev"oqxgu"htqo"vjg"fgekukqp"vq"etgcvg"c"tgcn"wtdcp"dqwngxctf"dcncpekpi"vjg"pgy"fkuvtkev"ykvj"
vjg"tguv"qh"Ucpv"Cftkc"fg"Dguqu0"Cnn"oclqt"rcvju"ctg"xgtvkecn"rgpgvtcvkqp"vqyctf"vjg"ycvgthtqpv"yjkej"
ku"uvtqpin{"jkgtctejkecn"vjcpmu"vq"vjg"gzenwukxg"wug"qh"vjg"yqqf"hqt"vjg"Þqqtkpi"cpf"vjg"nqecvkqp"qh"cnn"
oclqt"urqtvu"cpf"tgetgcvkqpcn"cevkxkvkgu0"Vjg"oclqt"eqoogtekcn"cevkxkvkgu"ctg"rncppgf"cnqpi"vjg"dqwngxctf"yjgtg"cnn"vjg"kphtcuvtwevwtcn"hceknkvkgu"ctg"nqecvgf0"C"ugeqpf"ugvvnkpi"ukvwcvkqp."cv"c"oqtg"nqecn"
ejctcevgt."hqewugu"qp"vjg"itchvkpi"qh"vjg"rgfguvtkcp"xgtvkecn"rgpgvtcvkqp"u{uvgou"vjtqwij"vjg"fkncvkqp"
qh"tqwvgu"kp"uocnn"uswctgu0"C"vjktf"cpf"ncuv"jkgtctejkecn"ngxgn"ku"ikxgp."Ýpcnn{."htqo"itggp"eqwtv{ctfu"
u{uvgo."vjg"pgkijdqwtjqqf"wpkv."yjkej"fgvgtokpg"vjg"dwknfkpi"hcdtke"cpf"vjcv"kppgtxcvg."vjtqwij"c"
jkgtctejkecn"itkf."vjg"gpvktg"rtqlgev"ctgc0"Cv"vjku"ngxgn."kp"cffkvkqp"vq"ocmg"gpvktgn{"rgfguvtkcp"vjg"pgy"
fkuvtkev."vjg"ockp"gpxktqpogpvcn"eqpvtqn"ejqkegu"ctg"ikxgp0"Vjg"ncvvgtu."cu"ogpvkqpgf"cdqxg."ctg"ckogf"
cv"c"eqpuekqwu"fgukip"qh"qwvfqqt"urcegu"cpf"cv"vjg"eqpitwgpv"ejqkeg"qh"vjg"qrgpkpi"ngxgnu"qh"vjg"dwknfkpiu"hcecfgu0"C"Ýpcn"gngogpv"tgncvgu"vq"vjg"kfgpvkÝecvkqp"qh"vjg"fkuwugf"Itgcv"Rncpv"cu"c"pgy"wtdcp"
rqnctkv{"vq"dg"fgxqvgf"vq"ewnvwtg"yjqug"uswctg"tgeqxgtu"vjg"igpgtcn"wtdcp"fgukip"d{"vjg"kpvtqfwevkqp"
qh"ocvgtkcnu"cpf"vgzvwtgu"cdng"vq"urgekcnk¦g"vjg"wtdcp"hcdtke"ykvjqwv"kpvgttwrvkpi"kvu"eqpvkpwkv{0

and set back from the current sea front, now
rnc{u" c" mg{" tqng" kp" fgÝpkpi" vjgkt" kfgpvkv{0"
Since the major initiatives of Barcelona ‘92,
the waterfront is, in fact, the starting point
of any urban renewal strategy for this part of
Catalonia and it is therefore the main subject
of this project experience. Finally a major
element for which the physical and functional
recovery is required, is the large power station,
now abandoned, which with its three imposing
chimney dominates the entire coastal area for
several kilometres: a real territorial landmark
that play a fundamental role in the process of
urban regeneration of Sant Adria de Besos.

The Urban Projects
Projects presented in this paper are based on a
common methodology for urban analysis and
basic urban design. All projects are characterized
then by taking some common elements derived
from the urban analysis, certain common
concepts at the basis of the methodology itself
(such as urban sustainability, liveability, mixité
etc.), but offering a wide variety of design
solutions to the issue. So all projects provide
a localisation of new urban polarities with the
aim of creating a system, within the existing
one, on which to base the new morphological
structure. Their function and sometimes their
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Figure 3.
Project three.
Vjg"rtqlgev"ku"xgt{"fkhhgtgpv"htqo"vjg"rtgxkqwu"hqt"vyq"uwduvcpvkcn"tgcuqpu0"Vq"vjg"qpg"jcpf"kv"tguvqtgu"
vjg" wtdcp" dqwngxctf" vjtqwij" c" eqorcev" htqpv" qrgpgf" vq" vjg" pgy" dwknfkpi" vkuuwg" cpf" vq" vjg" tqwvgu"
rgpgvtcvkpi"vjg"gzkuvkpi"hcdtke0"Ceeguugu"vq"vjgug"rcvju."yjgp"Ývvgf"ykvj"c"egtvckp"xcnwg"qh"pqfcnkv{."
ctg"cnyc{u"kfgpvkÝgf"d{"vjg"rtgugpeg"qh"c"uocnn"urgekcn"dwknfkpi."c"uswctg"cpf"vjg"uvqr"qh"vjg"pgy"hcuv"
vtcoyc{0"Qp"vjg"qvjgt"jcpf"vjg"pgy"fkuvtkev"vcmgu"qp"vjg"ejctcevgtkuvkeu"qh"c"kpfgrgpfgpv"ÐdcttkqÑ"
with its own hierarchies, its own relational ratios and a settlement strategies dialoguing more with
the Mediterranean world in general than with that part of Barcelona in particular. A central axis
cuts the settlement putting in connection its major nodalities with the big disused heating Plant in the
okffng0"Vq"vjg"ncvvgt"yg"gpvtwuv"vjg"vcum"qh"kfgpvkh{kpi"vjg"pgy"pgkijdqwtjqqf"ykvjkp"vjg"ycvgthtqpv"
qh"Dctegnqpc0"C"hwtvjgt"ugv"qh"uocnn"ÐnqecnÑ"uswctgu"eqpvtkdwvgu"vq"jkgtctejk¦g"vjg"wtdcp"hcdtke."yjkng"
cp"kpvgtguvkpi"eqnngevkxg"eqwtv{ctfu"u{uvgo"igpgtcvgu"c"pgvyqtm"qh"rtqvgevgf"rcvju"htqo"ykpvgt"ykpfu"
cpf"gzeguukxg"uwoogt"uwpujkpg0"Cnn"vjku"vq"fgnkxgt"c"xctkgv{"qh"jkgtctejkecn"rwdnke"urcegu"itgcvn{"eqpvtkdwvkpi."kp"qwt"qrkpkqp."vq"vjg"f{pcoke"wphqnfkpi"qh"vjg"fkhhgtgpv"ÐngxgnuÑ"qh"nkhg"cpf"uqekcdknkv{"vjcv"
ejctcevgtk¦g"cp"wtdcp"qticpkuo0"Vq"eqorngvg"vjg"rtqlgev."vq"vjg"uqwvj."c"nctig"wtdcp"rctm"ku"eqppgevgf"
ykvj"vjg"Dguqu"Tkxgt"Rctm"wr"vq"igv"kpvq"vjg"jgctv"qh"vjg"rtqlgev"yjkng."vq"vjg"gcuv."c"pgy"Ýuj"octmgv"
eqppgevu"vjg"pgkijdqwtjqqf"vq"vjg"Octkpc0"Gxgp"kp"vjku"rtqlgev"c"ectghwn"gpxktqpogpvcn"cpcn{uku"jcu"
iwkfgf"vjg"fgukip"ejqkegu"cv"vjg"dwknfkpi"uecng"jgnrkpi"vq"ftcy"vjg"eqnngevkxg"eqwtv{ctfu"cpf"vq"fgukip"
the open spaces system.

own morphological role can change depending
on the interpretation that designers have given
vq" vjg" Oqtrjqnqikecn" Ocr0" [gv" nqecvkqp" qh"
these new polarities, although very similar,
does not necessarily coincide from one case
to another: it is the design of the new tissue
vjcv" fgÝpgu" vjg" tgcn" wtdcp" eqqtfkpcvgu." gxgp"
the relationship with the sea changes according
to the different idea of waterfront developed
by projects. Sometimes it is fringed, jagged,
open, backing up the sea line in the new
district; in other cases it is well marked by the

presence of a path which is an ideal location
for all major sports and recreational activities,
and so on. The same goes for public spaces.
In some cases, few important squares sum up
in themselves all the civic values of the new
settlement, in others, few large spaces, usually
themed by an urban polarity, are a counterpoint
to a system of small squares, courtyards and
gardens for everyday life.
Vjg" Ýtuv" uvgr" jcu" dggp" vjgp" vq" cpcn{ug" vjg"
context from a morphological point of view
focusing on the system of routes, polarities
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Figure 4.

Rtqlgev"vjtgg0"Gpxktqpogpvcn"cpcn{uku<"Igpgtcn"fcvc0

Figure 5.

Rtqlgev"vjtgg0"Gpxktqpogpvcn"cpcn{uku<"Jkijnkijvkpi"etkvkecnkv{"qh"c"dnqem/v{rg0

qh"vjg"Rcuugki"Octkvko+="vjg"vtcpuhqtocvkqp"qh"
Ecttgt" fÓGfwctf" Octkuvcp{." pqy" urnkv" kp" vyq"
by the railway, in a real urban axis capable of
gathering together, visually and functionally,
all coastal settlements until Girona. For this

and types of urban tissue in the area. As for
vjg" Ýtuv." kv" ycu" fgekfgf" vq" kpvgtxgpg." Ýtuv" qh"
all, on three topics: the extension of the Gran
Via as a fast axis of urban connection; the
design of the new waterfront (as an extension
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Figure 6.

Rtqlgev"vjtgg0"Gpxktqpogpvcn"cpcn{uku<"Fgukip"uqnwvkqp"qh"vjg"etkvkecnkv{"kfgpvkÝgf"kp"vjg"dnqem/v{rg0

public spaces follows then, in all projects, the
same social and urban hierarchies provided
for the new fabric, from large to small scale,
adopting the so called neighbourhood building
unit as minimum intervention area. Finally
sustainability. That of the environmental design
has been, since the beginning and for the whole
duration of the design experience, the main
urban design tool. It is the instrument that
iwkfgu" vjg" hqtocn" fgÝpkvkqp" qh" wtdcp" fgukip."
kv" ku" vjg" vqqn" vjcv" fgÝpgu" vjg" fgukip" qh" rwdnke"
spaces, it is the palimpsest for the architectural
fgukip0"Oqtrjqnqi{"cpf"Uwuvckpcdknkv{"ctg"vjgp"
the two main design tools of our methodology
and the basis of this experience.

purpose, the obvious choice has been to provide
for the burying of the coastal railway line as
strongly required by all the municipalities of
the territory envisaging the realization of a fast
tramway able to effectively serve the coastal
area. On this routes system grafted then all
the others, creating the basic conditions for
the urban regeneration. As for the second,
it was then to identify the presence of urban
polarities in the area. Analysis highlighted a
substantial lack of “inner” polarities in favour
of some important “outer” ones, however, it
was noted that the now dismissed Power Plant,
with its three large chimneys, could well be
that “inner” polarity to identify and organize
the new neighbourhood’s tissues: a large
urban landmark able to make system with
the other two towers dotting the waterfront of
Barcelona. As for the urban fabrics, the vast
majority of settlements in the area are made
up of multi-family houses built along the route
(the block is hierarchical from the road) and a
few line houses (the road is hierarchical than
the block). These two typologies were then
chosen as the starting point for the design of
vjg" pgy" dwknfkpi" hcdtkeu0" Qpg" urgekÝe" kuuwg"
was then the design of open spaces and green
as a fundamental connective-morphological
element of the urban project. The design of

Eqpenwukqp
Urban morphology can be at the basis of the
sustainable design of contemporary cities
precisely because it addresses the very
substance of urban fabrics, the rationale that
determined their transformation over time,
cpf"wugu"uwej"tcvkqpcng"cu"c"Þgzkdng."f{pcoke."
concrete planning tool. An informed plan,
where all the different scales of dwelling are
held together, where the social, economic
and cultural aspects of a city are linked to its
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physical, environmental and technological
features. Without ever losing sight of its
ultimate objective: planning the smart,
sustainable, liveable city of the XXI century.
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